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All the  
President’s men
by Anna Maria Martina

“i’m truly satisfied with the work i have 
done based on two fundamental elements: 
skills and government experience”. this is 

how vasco errani, president of the regional 
council presented his new government team for 
the 2010-15 legislature, following regional elec-
tions in march. the council, in which the presi-
dent kept information about programme agree-
ments, integration, network and research coordi-
nation policies to himself, has three reconfirmed 
chairmen (gian carlo muzzarelli, tiberio rab-
boni and alfredo peri) as well as undersecretary 
alfredo bertelli. other than this, errani an-
nounced, “clear signals have been given regard-
ing female presences (increased from 2 to 5), re-
newal (9 out of 12) and the relationship with the 
territories within a clear idea of regional govern-
ment”. choices regarding Health and education 
(“two strategic sectors not only for their weight 
in the budget but also for the role we have in 
these fields on a national scale) – errani contin-
ues - are “choices that have unquestionable 
credibility and authority”. the different compo-
sition, compared to the previous council, on the 
topic of productive activities and sustainable 
development “is an important key for emilia-
romagna, for the construction of new produc-
tion lines and all things concerning changes in a 
part of our manufacturing”.
errani has given a fundamental role to the dele-
gation concerning the simplification entrusted to 
vice-president Simonetta Saliera: “this term, we 
absolutely must give more efficiency, transpar-
ency and new forms of participation, increasing 
the effectiveness of our system also through the 
telecommunications network”.then the integra-
tion of networks (“with the backbone of our 
basic reference for the construction of the re-
gional system, the ptr”), transversal policies for 
youth and welfare “that centres on people and 
families”.
Here, in summary, are the profiles of the new 
regional chairmen of the new regional execu-
tive committee:
Alfredo� Bertelli,� Undersecretary� to� the� presi-
dency.�Fifty-nine years old, outgoing undersec-
retary. mayor of copparo from 1976 to 1982; 
from 1985 to 1995, elected town councillor in 
Ferrara, he was chair of public works.  
He joined the region in the 1995-2000 term. He 
has worked for the School, culture and tourism 
committee - of which he was also vice-president 
– and for the land and environment committee.  
in 2000, the region’s president vasco errani 
appointed him as advisor to the presidency, a 
role he fulfilled until 2005.
Patrizio� Bianchi.� School,� vocational� training,�
universities�and�research,�work.�Fifty-eight years 
old, rector at the university of Ferrara.  He 
graduated in political science at the university of 
bologna in 1976.  He has taught at the universi-
ties of bologna and udine.  He was lecturer and 

then dean of the Faculty of economics at the 
university of Ferrara. 
Donatella� Bortolazzi.� Development� of� human�
resources�and�organization,�cooperation�devel-
opment,� youth� projects,� equal� opportunities.�
Fifty-two�years�old,�outgoing�Regional�Council-
lor.�twice elected for two terms in the town council 
of baricella: the first with responsibility for culture 
and equal opportunities, the second as deputy 
mayor and chair of budget, staff and taxes.
Sabrina�Freda.�Environment,�urban�redevelop-
ment. Forty years old, engineer. From 2007, she 
was chair of urban redevelopment, commerce, 
urban marketing for the city of piacenza.
Paola� Gazzolo.� � Ground� and� coast� defence,�
civil�defence.�Forty-three�years�old.�
in the former administration he was provincial 
chairman in piacenza with responsibility for 
Social Services.
Carlo�Lucenti.�Health�policies.�Fifty-four years 
old, head physician of urology and director of 
the Surgery department of the bufalini Hospital 
in cesena. national Secretary of anaao-as-
somed (association of medical directors).
Teresa�Marzocchi.�Social�and� integration�poli-
cies,� voluntary� work,� associations� and� third�
sector.�Fifty-six years old, a teacher until 1989. 
From 1972 to 1983 she was involved in sports 
associations.  in 1984 she founded the Help 
centre ‘la rupe’, now a social cooperative.  She 
deals with social and health policies and is 
spokeswoman for the council against the social 
exclusion of the council of bologna.

Maurizio� Melucci.� Tourism,� commerce.� Sixty-
one�years�old, deputy mayor of rimini, appoint-
ed to tourism, strategic planning and strategic 
tourist innovation, territorial marketing, economic 
activities, administrative and front-desk services 
for businesses, government property.
Massimo� Mezzetti.� Culture,� sport.� Forty-eight�
years�old,�outgoing�Regional�Councillor.� From 
1995 to 1999 he was chair of culture, sport, and 
youth policies and for the “telematic city” of 
modena.
Gian� Carlo� Muzzarelli.� Productive� activities,�
energy�planning�and�sustainable�development,�
green�economy,�single�European�authority�inte-
gration.  Fifty-five years old, outgoing regional 
chair of land development and planning, coop-
eration with the autonomies system, organiza-
tion. He was mayor of Fanano (modena) from 
1980 to 1990, and chair of agriculture, tourism 
and planning of the mountain community of 
Frignano. From 1990 to 1999 he was chairman 
for the province of modena, where he was also 
vice-president.  He has been a regional coun-
cillor since 2000.
Alfredo�Peri.�Land�planning,�infrastructure�and�
intangible�assets,�logistics�and�transport.� Fifty-
three years old, outgoing regional chair of mo-
bility and transport. From 1985, he was a town 
councillor in collecchio (parma), deputy may-
or from 1993 to 1995 and mayor from 1995 to 
1999.  He was president of the boschi di car-
rega regional park from 1991 to 1999. provincial 
councillor in parma in 1999, he covered the role 

of vice-president of the province. 
tiberio rabboni. agriculture, fishing and hunt-
ing activities. Fifty-eight years old, outgoing re-
gional chair of agriculture. in 1975, he was 
councillor and chairman for the town of galli-
era (bologna).  in 1985 he was elected to the 
provincial council and three years later became 
chair of School, vocational training and social 
security. in 1995 he became provincial chair of 
land planning, public housing, transport and 
roads.  From 1996 to 2004 he was vice-president 
of the province of bologna.
Simonetta Saliera. vice-president.  europe, 
budget, cooperation with the autonomies sys-
tem, regulation of public services, simplification 
and transparency, security policies.  Fifty-four 
years old, she was town councillor in pianoro 
(bologna), then chair of Social Services and 
public House, then mayor from 1990. From 
1995 to 1999 she was chair of urban planning 
and budget.  She was re-elected as mayor for a 
further two terms. lastly, she was chair of traf-
fic for the city of bologna.   ❦

the region  
discovers it  
is younger
by Silvia Giovannelli

a steadily growing and younger population. 
this is the picture of the population of 

emilia-romagna presented, in January 2010, by 
the strategic and statistical control service of the 
emilia-romagna region. the complete data, 
divided also into provinces, is available on the 
region’s website (www.regione.emilia-romagna.
it/wcm/statistica/index.htm). 
in the 348 municipalities of emilia-romagna 
there are 4,390,606 residents (2,259,640 females 
and 2,135,966 males), showing an increase of 
39,439 people compared to the same period in 
2009 (+0.9%). this increase can be entirely put 
down to the old 341 municipalities of the region 
(39,507 people), while the 7 new municipalities 
of alta valmarecchia (casteldelci, maiolo, no-
vafeltria, pennabilli, San leo, Sant’agata Feltria 
and talamello) show a slight decrease (-68 com-
pared to 2009). “with a population that is 
changing in structure, and whose changes are 
substantially linked to migratory dynamics, we 
must – highlights donatella bortolazzi, regional 
chair of development of Human resources and 
organization – timely and accordingly, evaluate 
the impact in order to better adjust regional 
policies and the services deriving from them. 
the understanding of these dynamics is indis-
pensable for suitable policies on social and 
health programmes, and also for the creation of 
new development models”. data confirms once 
again the population growth trend that began 
around the mid-nineties. although there has 
been a decrease compared to the 1.5 % record-
ed in 2009, the growth rate is still in line with the 
averages registered over the last decade.         ❦

Field  
reseArch
by Piergiorgio Sallusti

the emilia-romagna region is part of the 
ager project for research and innovation 

in agriculture. this initiative was created by 13 
italian banking foundations and can count on a 
financial endowment of 27 million euro. 
“to make our agriculture ever more competitive 
and to combat the crisis – regional chairman 
tiberio rabboni explains – more research, qual-
ity and innovation are needed. research relevant 
to general interest that is able to respond to cli-
mate change, the reduction of natural resources, 
demographic growth and changed lifestyles. 
emilia-romagna’s joining ager represents the 
continuation of a strong commitment on this 
front, which has allowed us to have already 
reached the goal of 2.5% of agriculture gdp 
destined to research studies fixed by the lisbon 
strategy for 2010”.
ager, an acronym of agroalimentare e ricerca 
(food agriculture and research), will last three 
years and aims, through announcements, to sup-
port research projects with a strong potential to 
effectively impact various strategic sectors of 
italian and emilia-romagna agriculture: durum 
wheat, pig farming and products, fruit and veg-
etable and wine-growing. in particular, the re-
gion is committed to spreading ager support-
ed initiatives in its territory, sharing results and 
co-funding projects of regional interest. the 
cariplo Foundation, also on behalf of the other 
Foundations, is in turn committed to increasing 
the value of initiatives in its own business which 
are of particular interest to the economy of 
emilia-romagna. From 1998 to today, the re-
gion has funded 885 research projects amount-
ing to 85 million euro, which rises to 210 million 
euro if we also take resources for technical assist-
ance and training into account. in 2009, the year 
of the crisis, the region launched a special re-
search programme providing 21.5 million euros 
of resources, 40% more than in the past. 
among the Foundations taking part in ager 
there is also Fondazione cassa di risparmio in 
bologna, with whom the region recently re-
newed a collaboration that began in 2004 and 
has, in recent years, allowed resources of 2.7 
million euros (of which €1,000,050 from the re-
gion, €1,500,000 from the Foundation and the 
rest from other sources) to be used for 10 re-
search projects. Fondazione cassa di risparmio 
of parma, Fondazione cassa di risparmio of 
modena and Fondazione cassa di risparmio of 
Ferrara are other foundations of emilia-ro-
magna who have joined ager.
alongside the 4 emilia-romagna foundations 
and Fondazione cariplo at the head, the ager 
group is completed by: ente cassa di risparmio 
of Firenze, Fondazione cassa di risparmio of 
the province of teramo, Fondazione cassa di 
risparmio of cuneo, Fondazione cassa di ris-
parmio of padova and rovigo, Fondazione 

cassa di risparmio of trento and rovereto, 
Fondazione cassa di risparmio of udine and 
pordenone, Fondazione cassa di risparmio of 
vercelli, Fondazione of venezia.  ❦

shAnghAi  
showcAse
by Giorgio Soave

From 1st -15th September, emilia-romagna 
will be at the centre of the Shanghai expo in 

china, a universal exhibition with two hundred 
countries and international organizations taking 
part. more than 70 million visitors are expected 
to attend.
in the expo initiatives planned for the italian 
pavilion, particular attention has been paid to 
the involvement of emilia-romagna’s entrepre-
neurial system. in actual fact, the region has in-
volved around 300 businesses offering an ad hoc 
public competition for temporary business as-
sociations and a show of interest and targeted 
consulting carried out by a company engaged 
through a bid. in reference to the show of inter-
est, records show an overall balance of the terri-
tories with a slight prevalence of businesses in 
the province of bologna (43%), followed by 
ravenna (23%) and modena (20%). the most 
represented productions are housing-construc-
tion (36%) and mechanics (26%).
in the public competition for temporary busi-
ness associations, records confirm a prevalence 
of housing-construction (23%), mechanics 
(17%) and food (16%). 
on a territorial level, the province of modena is 
the most represented with 23% of total busi-
nesses, followed by bologna with 19% and ra-
venna with 12%. results show around 90 busi-
nesses taking part in the announcement and 30 
shows of interest, for which the region has 
guaranteed 1.5 million euro of resources to be 
spent on co-funding and services. emilia-ro-
magna will participate in expo 2010 through 
initiatives designed to present cultural, produc-
tive and social excellences in the italian pavilion 
and in the bologna pavilion (also promoted and 
co-funded by the region).
the tongji university of Shanghai has planned a 
great deal of activities concerning sector-specific 
relations, promotion, exhibition and conven-
tions. the main events will be centred on the 
various regional productions of excellence such 
as mechanics and automobile, food, housing-
construction, health and wellbeing.  ❦

FArewell  
to the cAntor  
oF emiliA
by Renato Bertacchini

He was very influential, and then some. ed-
mondo berselli, director of il mulino 

magazine of bologna, columnist of repubblica, 
espresso and resto del carlino, passed away in 
april 2010. His was an impromptu hold on the 
reader, spatial and generational, immediate and 
motivated, cultural and social, economic and 
political; variously, intentionally applied to our 
region in the paradigmatic book quel gran pez-
zo dell’emilia (that great piece of…emilia) 
(milan, mondadori, 2004). the cover title is 
mischievously suggestive of sheep-farming cine-
ma (quel gran pezzo dell’ubalda), which high-
lights the carnality of emilians. above the title, a 
marxist sickle entwined with a fork and tortel-
lino can be seen. under the same title, a Ferrari 
racing car stands out, alongside the explicit writ-
ing summarizing: land of communists, motors, 
music, good play, fat cuisine and classy italians.
emilia has a primary identity of communist 
party activism, “red” governments that have 
been uninterrupted locally. out with the com-
munist public management, there are free pri-
vate initiatives and individual and talented be-
haviours. berselli travelled far and wide in the 
today and tomorrow of the “model” region. He 
spoke of how the post-war desire for revolution 
was held in check and blocked by togliatti. on 
the 23rd of September 1946, palmiro the best 
descended upon reggio emilia. He shut himself 
in a room with communist mayor cesare cam-
pioli and another two “red” mayors, giuseppe 
dozza from bologna and alfeo corassori from 
modena. He energetically sets forth the line of 
his party, no disarrays, no violent partisans, ex-
tremists or drifters taking to the streets.  certain 
unrealistic and dangerous tendencies are thus 
quashed or at least kept under control.
practical and fantastic prototypes, under ber-
selli, regional politicians enjoyed his extraordi-
nary combining talent for finding a balance 
between the intellectual and the emotional. 
Here is cardinal lercaro who, in 1956, when 
the soviets invaded Hungary, rang all the bells 
of all the churches in the diocese. Here is chris-
tian democrat giuseppe dossetti, one of the 
fathers of the constitution, who ends up being 
a monk in monteveglio. 
dozza and corassori are exemplaries, two red 
mayor “composers”. of short, persuasive po-
litical fortune the “butcher” guazzaloca 
(guazza), prodi from reggio-emilia, identified 
intellectual, merged with the world of produc-
tion. lastly, the modenese mayor pighi, who 
berselli defines as “continuist”, overly aligned 
successor of former mayor barbolini.
without wasting time, let’s say that the polar-
ized and radiated space in quel gran pezzo 
dell’emilia was and is the region where berselli 
was born on 2nd February 1951: the po valley-
apennine in the province of modena that the 
native of campogalliano grew up in. 
 a modenese quality, therefore, the sound and 
ring of the bell tower, the background of a do-
mestic environment: “my mother and father 
lived on opposite sides of the square of campo-
galliano before they got married: she faced 
reggio and he faced modena. they spoke in 

different accents and made fun of each other all 
their lives”. His third obsession was music. 
robust sweetness, simple local chords that 
make the music ductile and permanent. “natu-
rally, music has been a fantastic and incredible 
idea in modena in these years: guccini, i no-
madi, and equipe 84. then there’s the story 
about ponte radio and the rise of vasco rossi, 
the star, the “licensed mountain-dweller”, the 
“king of nerds”. in the memorable and grip-
ping ‘quel gran pezzo dell’emilia’, berselli 
comes closer to “fat cooking” with itineraries 
that are still valid today. blocks of gastronomic 
specialities, foods and dishes that generate in-
terest and enthusiasm and are never eclipsed or 
overshadowed: “waiters, tagliatelle with ragout 
sauce, a lasagne, veal parmigiana, anything as 
long as it’s stodgy”. next to music and lambr-
usco we find football, in this case a treasure-ball 
hunt, among concrete metaphors (“the lowest 
of shots”) and lively allegories (un dubling a 
bologna (a doubling in bologna), un pallone 
per il popolo (a ball for the people), una partita 
platonica (a platonic game)).
the main star of emilia is the engine. ‘la testa 
nel motore’ (Head in an engine), here and no-
where else, means emilian passion and know-
how for cars, tractors and motorbikes.  
champions and symbols of speed, rumbling 
rides on nocturnal roads for the mille miglia 
race or on improvised circuits, enclosed within 
the avenues of the outskirts.  mechanics train-
ing – existential of entire generations observed 
and confirmed by berselli: “those engines are 
fetishes from a time when guzzino motorbike 
engines flooded and began to cough and splut-
ter.  the expert driver would get off the saddle, 
balance the bike on the fork, take out the spark 
plug with a box wrench and carefully clean the 
electrode with some emery-paper then set off 
again perfectly satisfied…” 
berselli has written other no less taxing works 
on the roots and “spirit” of emilia’s economy 
and culture: venerati maestri, subtitled oper-
etta immorale sugli intellettuali d’italia (re-
vered masters, immoral operetta on italian in-
tellectuals) (mondadori, 2001). 
clear, frank portraits of indro montanelli, p. 
pasolini, nanni moretti; cronache di un paese 
provvisorio (tales of a provisional country) 
(mondadori, 2004), on our typical local quali-
ties of “adults with reserve”, of the vespa boom 
and the recurring fashion of the miniskirt; Sin-
istrati. Storia sentimentale di una catastrofe 
(injured. love story of a catastrophe) (monda-
dori, 2008) on the pitiful agony of the centre-
left. the last effort, liù. biografia morale di un 
cane (liù. biography of a dog), his labrador, 
was finished when the illness had already taken 
over. yet berselli still believed it possible that 
the illness could regress. 
the ingredients of emilia roll by, leap into the 
foreground and do not fade in this goodbye to 
berselli: culatello of Zibello, salami of Felino and 
langhirano ham, Salvarani and barilla, reggio’s 
knitters, parmigiano, Fiat trattori of modena, 
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cooperatives, local banks and dance halls, 3-star 
boarding houses in cesenatico, warm nights in 
rimini and Fellini’s amarcord. 
moments and profiles to be expressed as an 
industrious, and not only affectionately and 
painfully nostalgic, farewell to say why and 
how emilia, “this little-known lady”, is a good 
match and a promise that has been kept for 
our country.     ❦

 

three 
mAsterPieces
by Renato Bertacchini

casa d’altri (Home of others) is a classic by 
Silvio d’arzo of reggio, a beautiful and 

perfect tale of our literary culture. Silence and 
night, autumn in agony, winter and snow in the 
town of monselice, in the gorges and ravines of 
the apennines. 
there are two main characters, the old washer-
woman called Zelinda icci who washes rags 
and bowels in the canal from morning to night; 
and her alter ego, a poor priest fit for town 
festivals and lotteries, a subtly ironic Falstaff. 
He too is dramatically lost among “seven 
houses, seven roofs and countless mountains”. 
the old woman has nobody, says hello to no-
body and nobody takes an interest in her. For 
her eternal, daily misery, she has only one thing 
to ask of god: if “without spiting anybody” 
she might “be allowed to finish a little earlier”, 
yes “even kill herself” she tells the priest in the 
calm, childlike honesty of desperation. 
a tale of exile and death, casa d’altri was re-
printed by mup publishers in January 2010, 
alongside the other masterpieces by d’arzo, 
penny wirton and il pinguino senza frac (the 
penguin without a tailcoat).  
a book apparently only for children, penny 
wirton took a long time to write and is full of 
personal references (you can easily recognize 
the elderly mother of the fatherless writer in 
anna wirton), changed for literary reasons. a 
bizarre and enchanting balance stretches the 
tale along the thread of a cultured imagery that 
joins kipling to dickens, the Spoon river an-
thology to lazzarillo di tormes.
a penguin without a tailcoat isn’t even a pen-
guin. the parents of limpo, the poorest pen-
guin in the world, can’t afford to buy him a 
tailcoat and so “life will really be a serious busi-
ness for him”.  there’s nothing left to do but 
leave home and save up for the fateful tailcoat.  
thankless and tough jobs.  it’s hard to get by 
amidst wheezing walruses and shrewish seals.  
polar storms are nightmares to endure.  in the 
end, limpo returns with a Sunday-best tail-
coat, a watch chain and a strong, virile senti-
ment for life. the triple, updated reprint dem-
onstrates how d’arzo was and still is a cult 
author who writes in an emilian-style for 
knowledgeable readers from montale to ber-
tolucci and from pasolini to tondelli.            ❦

ice trAvellers
by Claudio Bacilieri

magnetic north. the north that has at-
tracted adventure seekers and crazy ex-

plorers like the prelate Francesco negri from 
ravenna, the first european traveller to arrive at 
cape north by land; like the Jesuit pasquale 
tosi from Santarcangelo di romagna, founder 
of the church of alaska who was the first to 
travel the length and breadth of the previously 
unexplored yukon valley; like Felice pedroni 
from Fanano, who found gold in alaska and 
founded the city of Fairbanks.  three stories, 
three different lives linked by emilia-romagna 
roots and, especially, by a crazy tenacity and the 
ability to withstand indescribable efforts in or-
der to achieve their goals. theirs was a journey 
towards truth where, in the end, they found 
only themselves.
let’s begin in chronological order. the resur-
rected viaggio Settentrionale fatto e descritto 
da Francesco negri da ravenna (northern 
Journey made and described by Francesco 
negri of ravenna), reprinted 300 years after 
the first edition in 1700 brings us the chroni-
cles of a seventeenth-century traveller who 
longed for the sea ice as a place of sobriety and 
humbleness. at least this is what he would 
have us believe from his description of the 
habits and customs of laplanders and other 
northern peoples. He reached them through a 
trek that he himself defined as “one of the most 
pitiful and dangerous in the world”. Francesco 
negri journey was carried out in1663, when he 
was in his forties, through a thirst for knowl-
edge.  it lasted three years and he did it in soli-
tude, in no hurry and with the northernmost 
tip of europe as his destination.  He attempted 
to reach cape north through Sweden but he 
only managed to get there by taking a different 
route along the coasts of norway.  He was 
probably the first continental to wear skis, 
those “boards” that the Swedes wear and 
“never raise from the ground by lifting their 
feet, but slide softly”, thus making progress as 
easily as if they were walking. 
Francesco negri structured viaggio Settentri-
onale in the form eight letters.  the first contains 
the journey to lapland; the second describes 
the qualities of Sweden; the third is about seal 
hunting; the fourth recounts “two wondrous 
effects of nature that happen in Sweden: one 
about swallows (…), the other about sub-
merged men (…)”; the fifth letter describes the 
journey in norway until bergen; the sixth until 
trondheim and the seventh from trondheim to 
cape north. they are full of curious details 
from “the outsized serpent to be found in the 
Sea of norway” to the “famous abyss that geog-
raphers call maelstrom”. the book ends with 
the eighth letter containing news on “Finmark”, 
that is the northernmost point of norway and 
whale hunting.  the priest from ravenna wasn’t 
a lofty writer but he was a curious traveller. His 

enthusiasm makes up for the simplicity of his 
sentences, at times complicated by latin cita-
tions.  He is able to transmit the emotions of the 
north as a source of differences.  a land of ex-
tremes and full of wonder.  the first of these 
differences lies in the moral quality of northern 
peoples.  the priest describes laplanders as 
being humble and meek, not given to anger or 
pride.  “these people lose no sleep over the 
hopes of honours and dignity, or the fear of 
losing them, or over the graces and disgraces of 
superiors”.  in northern lands, a man can shape 
his soul without worrying too much about ex-
ternal factors, about the great baroque theatre 
of appearances or the perverse system of reward 
and punishment. 
the South is female and the north is male? 
this is how it seems to our seventeenth-centu-
ry traveller. the longings that are born from 
loose habits and warm climates are almost un-
known here, he says.
the coldness of the air implies fewer pleasures: 
“ceres and bacchus can’t arrive here; venus 
can, but with little heat”.   the extreme heat of 
torrid climates and the extreme cold of glacial 
climates – he observes - also affect animals.  
over there, there are tigers, lions, poisonous 
snakes and ferocious animals.  Here, there are 
only reindeer, seals and squirrels, “nice animals; 
there are no poisonous ones, and people are 
peaceful”.  with a body made strong by the 
rigid climate, a Scandinavian soul can benefit 
from living in safety and goodness.  their cities 
have no walls or ditches, travellers do not carry 
weapons, the thick forests could conceal any-
body yet crimes are rare.  Francesco negri’s 
admiration for people from the north and their 
good government is boundless: after returning 
to his home country in his sixties, he tried every-
thing but without success to return to Scandina-
via.  around two centuries later we find pas-
quale tosi, born in San vito in 1837, a hamlet of 
Santarcangelo di romagna.  after studying in 
the seminary of bertinoro, he joined the Society 
of Jesus. it was 1862 and missionary activities in 
the new world, where the frontier dream was 
pursued, were intense.  Father tosi was sent to 
the indians of the rocky mountains and 
worked there for around twenty years in the 
missions of cheney, colville valley and coeur 
d’alène. in 1886, elders sent him and another 
Jesuit, a Frenchman called louis robaut, to 
accompany the bishop of victoria, belgian 
charles Seghers, on an expedition to explore 
north alaska. the first ever in the arctic region.  
you can imagine what it meant to be the first to 
set foot in an unknown, cold and inhospitable 
region between the yukon and Stewart rivers.  
after the bishop was mysteriously assassinated 
by a guide, it was up to the Jesuit from romagna 
to take over the expedition and found the first 
Jesuit mission in alaska in 1887, in nulato. 
From then on, numerous journeys followed.  
these led to the creation of eleven residences 
and missions in total and he wrote many jour-
nals, used also by palaeontologists, published 

over six editions in “civiltà cattolica” (catholic 
culture).  that same year Father pasquale tosi 
had tipografia befani in rome print his mem-
oirs entitled la missione dell’alaska (the alas-
ka mission).  He had come back to italy to raise 
funds for his mission with the eskimos.  in 1894 
pope leon Xiii made him head of the new 
apostolic prefecture of alaska, where he re-
mained until September 1897.  made weak by 
the hard work of organizing the church of 
alaska under extreme conditions, tosi was re-
placed and sent to Juneau for a period of rest.  
when the ship left the port of St. michael, the 
missionary from romagna received a four can-
non-shot salute.  Shortly after, he died in Juneau 
in January 1898, after having taken in the polar 
night and the unabated whiteness of the north, 
a place where winter keeps you prisoner. 
a few years after the death of tosi, in 1902, a 
strange thing happened in alaska featuring 
another person from emilia-romagna called 
Felice pedroni, alias Felix pedro. He was a 
mountain-dweller from the apennines near 
modena who had immigrated to united States 
from a meagre village of four stone houses.  
Following long years  of research in the tahana 
region, pedro discovered gold after panning 
the river bed of pedro creek, the stream that 
was named after him. a novel on this topic 
called “Felix pedro” and a play entitled “il 
mistero di Felix pedro” (the mystery of Felix 
pedro), by giorgio comaschi, bolognese actor 
and journalist, have now been released. pedro-
ni also made a journey off the map, towards the 
north, the direction of his adventures.  months 
and years passed in the solitude and silence of 
the alaskan forests.  He panned for detritus in 
streams with frozen hands, slept in huts fearing 
bears, overcame his exhaustion and worries in 
saloons among hunters, gold prospectors, ad-
venturers and prostitutes.  Felix pedro is the 
quintessential immigrant; he went from having 
hunger pains to the mirage of america, from 
life in the mines to the silence of the indians 
who accompanied his movements into the wild 
mountains of the north. Snow, sleet and fro-
zen faces aged by effort moving in a single file 
along the terrible chilkoot pass. one day, 
when his companions had already abandoned 
him and he was at the end of his tether, he 
followed a moose along the banks of a stream 
and saw something glittering in the soil.  it was 
gold dust: this moment would bring about the 
gold rush and give life to the town of Fair-
banks, now the second largest town of alaska, 
which can consider itself born from the intui-
tion, courage and tenacity of Felice pedroni. 
Having become rich, the mountain-dweller of 
Frignano didn’t find happiness. in fact, he died 
under mysterious circumstances.  His story 
demonstrates the strength of all the people 
who left the mountains, or any place, in search 
of a better life, or a thirst for adventure.  the 
north pushed negri, tosi, pedroni and many 
others to grasp the twilight on the line of per-
ennial snow.    ❦

the lAndscAPe  
by the centimetre
by Anna Maria Martina

the new website dedicated to the soil of 
emilia-romagna is online.  it is a resource 

based on the platform of google earth and it 
makes complete maps available for viewing.  
putting geography in context in a simple way 
makes it easier to understand the link between 
soil and landscapes (including settlements, 
manufacturing, infrastructures and farming), in 
which they are found. Just “click” on the place 
on the map you are interested in and you’ll see 
the description and images of the land, related 
links and lots of useful data and information.  in 
particular, when you select a location, another 
window/page opens up with references on 
maps and names of the soils, a description of 
the environment and the year of update. 
the soil map was made using information from 
studies carried out on the flatlands of emilia-
romagna from the mid-seventies up until 2005. 
the description of the soils of the flatlands was 
carried out here examining 183 different types 
of soils. in addition to appealing to profession-
als in this field, the project is a tool for further 
investigation and knowledge of the soil in order 
to better promote its countless strategic func-
tions: from the support of living species (biodi-
versity) to agricultural production, up to the 
function of pollutant filters or carbon tanks, 
with subsequent storage of carbon dioxide. if 
the land and territory isn’t protected, serious 
damage may be caused to the environment, 
with dangerous consequences for food and the 
health of the population. 
the creation of this new site joins the recent 
web-giS on the geological heritage of emilia-
romagna, where you can find the individual 
websites and available, in-depth scientific docu-
mentation on a conspicuous heritage that in-
cludes 775 grottos to date.  Surfing on the web-
giS you also can retrace “geological paths”, 
suggestions for geo-tourist itineraries, areas set 
up for the observation of geological peculiarities 
and various types of informative material.       ❦
 

ArgentineAn  
PAnorAmAs
By Claudio Bacilieri

the italian contribution to argentinean ar-
chitecture is well-known: it gave rise to 

important monumental works such as casa 
rosada, palacio del congreso, palacio barolo, 
teatro colón, confitería del molino and many 
others. among these works, it’s interesting to 
see those “labelled” – if we can say this - emilia-
romagna: the church of the italians (dedicated 
to the mater misericordiae) in buenos aires, by 
the engineer emilio rosetti (1870) from ro-
magna; still in the capital, Hotel windsor was 

designed by raúl levacher, an architect from 
parma, who, alongside emilio agrelo, also de-
signed the splendid galerías pacifico in 1889, 
heart of porteño shopping; in córdoba, the 
galería la central and the gran Hotel victoria 
in art nouveau style by ubaldo emiliani, from 
Faenza; in buenos aires, the tattersal building 
at the racecourse and the elephant enclosure at 
the Zoo are works of virgilio cestari from Fer-
rara. For us, however, the most interesting fig-
ure is that of augusto césar Ferrari.  on the 
impulse of his daughter Susana, the centro 
cultural recoleta of buenos aires paid a well-
deserved homage to him in 2002. 
the recoleta exhibition and the book of the 
licopodio editions released in 2003 have al-
lowed the work of augusto c. Ferrari, born in 
San possidonio in the province of modena in 
1871, to be seen in a new perspective.  
His work stands out for its obvious eclecticism 
that ranges from architecture to painting and 
photography, a cross between naturalism and 
stylistic abstractism. 
Ferrari became an architect upon his father’s 
wishes: brought up in modena by a nanny from 
the apennines, he studied architecture at the 
university of genoa and finished his studies in 
1892.  He then moved to turin to study paint-
ing at the albertine academy of Fine arts at the 
royal industrial museum. 
His painting master in turin was giacomo 
grosso, author of the scandalous “Sacro con-
vegno” exhibited at the venice biennale in 
1895 (the last convention of don giovanni lov-
ers around the dead body of their seducer).  He 
perhaps got a taste for subtle irony from gros-
so, highlighting how religious iconography, 
used for his works in churches, implies an un-
derlying sexual impulse. this relationship be-
tween art and religion will be much more ex-
plicit, however, in the works of his son león, as 
we will see.
in turin, augusto Ferrari also dedicated him-
self to photography. He specialized in “pano-
ramas” under the advice of giacomo grosso. 
panoramas were a painting genre of the nine-
teenth-century, a precursor of hyper-realism, of 
installations and of virtual reality.  they were 
large, moveable murals that occupied the walls 
of a circular room and stunned onlookers, sit-
ting in the middle of the room, into feeling they 
were in a different scene; in an exotic setting or 
in a famous battle for example.  Ferrari worked 
with grosso on the panorama of la battaglia di 
torino and, in 1910, on la battaglia di maipú, 
commissioned by the argentinean government 
for the centenary of the revolution of may. it 
was 124m long and 15m high. in the same pe-
riod, a company called cine-Films asked Fer-
rari to create the panorama of messina de-
stroyed by the 1908 earthquake; this was shown 
for the first time on 7th July 1908 in turin, in 
the circular pavilion of valentino. 
in 1914 Ferrari arrived in buenos aires to man-
age the exhibition of the panorama of messina 
on behalf of its owners. this was then cancelled 

due to the economic crisis. the modenese 
painter went to stay in the convent of capuch-
ins in nueva pompeya, a neighbourhood of the 
capital.  He decorated the walls of the refectory 
for his guests and painted portraits of the 
priests.  during works in the chapel of the di-
vine rostrum, he met Susana celia from pardo 
and they married in 1917. two years earlier he 
had been requested to make the panorama of 
la battaglia di tucumán and that of la batt-
aglia di Salta, both 95m long and 11m high.  He 
fell in love with argentina as he travelled to the 
battle zones to take notes and photographs. 
between 1917 and 1922 he renovated and dec-
orated the church of San miguel in buenos 
aires, which caught fire during the 1995 revolu-
tion.  this was the year in which he was injured 
during a protest march and lost an eye.  as well 
as changing the external architecture of this 
church, he also painted 120 paintings.  photo-
graphs of the models Ferrari used to make 
sketches of paintings like the wedding at cana 
or the last Supper that cite the roman renais-
sance are very interesting: he, his wife, other 
family members and passers-by are dressed up 
as biblical characters, with turbans, cardboard 
crowns, false beards, canvass tunics and im-
probable headwear.  
their great enjoyment shines through this re-
enactment of prophets, saints, messiahs and 
naked martyrs, and perhaps even a desecratory 
intent.  the same can be said of the nude female 
photographs used as models for his easel paint-
ing.  these were taken in italy, when he stayed 
there with his family from 1922 to 1926, on the 
coast of tuscany or in the garden of his home in 
turin, with a curtain so that the neighbours 
couldn’t see.  in italy, Ferrari dedicated himself 
to studying figures, nudes, landscapes and 
views of venice, staying in viareggio, turin and 
in the city of the doges. 
back in argentina, he built the cloister of the 
church of nueva pompeya in 1927.  He built it 
in an eclectic style, joining romanesque, arab 
and norman influences in Sicily and the nea-
politan convent style.  
the following year he was asked to make a new 
panorama for the centenary of the bahía blanca 
foundation.  His most important architectural 
work is still the great cathedral of córdoba 
commissioned by the capuchins.  it is in a neo-
gothic style, decorated with pinnacles and rose 
windows, a show of eclecticism that harks back 
to the history of italian art. 
in the decade of 1930-40, just outside córdoba, 
he built the church of villa allende and ten or 
so houses such as “la cigarra” and “el castil-
lo”.  the latter is also known as “San possido-
nio” in memory of his place of birth.  in the 
province of córdoba he also built the church of 
unquillo and with his son león, the church of 
rio cuarto. there were many architectural 
projects that didn’t end well and of which the 
preparatory drawings remain. 
with a small beard and a secret glass eye, au-
gusto Ferrari lived through an entire century 

(he died in 1970 aged 99 years old), linking the 
nineteenth century, in which he was born, to the 
virtual world of contemporary times.  He 
skipped the twentieth century and the avant-
garde like a true heretical academic.
the artistic experience of augusto’s son león 
Ferrari, on the other hand, is entirely within the 
twentieth century and the avant-garde.  born in 
buenos aires in 1920, he followed his father’s 
wishes and studied engineering.  He worked as 
an engineer for many years.  For his young 
daughter’s health problem, he and his family 
moved to italy in 1954 in search of a cure. in 
Florence, during the child’s convalescence, 
león began experimenting with different tech-
niques.  using materials like polyurethane, 
chalk, metal, ceramics and wood, he created art 
that spoke of power and religion, mindful of the 
punishment and hell-based education he had 
received as a child from the german priests of 
the college.  in 1964 he illustrated the poems of 
rafael alberti in the book ‘escrito en el aire’.  
the following year we find his most famous 
work: it’s entitled ‘la civilización occidental y 
cristiana’ and depicts a crucified christ on an 
american bomber, a protest against the viet-
nam war. in the meantime he became interest-
ed in abstract writing and made paper textures 
sprayed with phrases.  
in San paolo of brazil, where he exiled himself 
in 1976 to escape dictatorship (his son ariel is a 
desaparecido), he experimented with heliogra-
phy, photocopying, collages and video-texts.  
the collages, in particular, link christian ico-
nography and eastern eroticism.  
back in argentina, he took his abstract and 
poetic research further, using wire drawings 
and sculptures and continually changing sup-
ports, from sculptures using dried twigs to 
backlights.  His surrealist and dadaist vein is 
mixed with his passion for writing applied to 
canvas and paper: from this he creates an “infu-
riated alphabet” of signs; a deformed writing 
that reveals what is hidden and unsaid. From 
performances with earthworms to the tactile 
signs of braille, it unfolds over a system of lines, 
phosphorescence and writing (written paint-
ings) that a critic interpreted as “poema de 
amor a la vida”. león Ferrari is one of the most 
famous argentinean artists.  
new york’s moma has hosted an exhibition of 
his sculptures in polyurethane.  in 2007 he won 
the golden lion award at the 52nd venice bi-
ennale.  He has exhibited all over the world: the 
latest exhibitions in 2009-2010 were “l’alfabeto 
infuriato” at the reina Sofia museum of ma-
drid and “Fosforescenze” at the Zavaleta gal-
lery of buenos aires. león Ferrari will be 90 
years old in September and he still goes to work 
in his studio in the old heart of buenos aires 
almost every day. 
there will shortly be a Foundation that will put 
together the works of the two Ferraris, father 
and son, stars of a long history that began in the 
province of modena and (not yet) finished in 
the incandescent territories of art.                ❦
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